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PREFACE 
The realization of the close connection between the theory of algebraic 

functions of one variable and the theory of algebraic numbers gave rise to the 
theory of valuations. The arithmetic approach of Dedekind and Weber to the 
theory of algebraic functions stimulated the question of whether there is an 
analogue to the power series expansions associated to a point of a Riemann 
surface. Hensel discovered such an analogue in his theory of p-adic numbers. 
He recognized that power series expansions can serve to clarify properties of 
systems of congruences which frequently occur in the allied theories of algebraic 
numbers and algebraic functions. In his book Theorie der algebraischen 
Zahlen he stated in 1908 the famous Reducibility Lemma on which a major 
part of the work on valuations is based. Thus, a powerful tool, already known 
to Newton in the discussion of plane curves, became available to algebra 
proper. The basic ideas of Hensel were developed further in the now classical 
papers of Chevalley, Krull, and Ostrowski. 

The theory qf valuations may be viewed as a branch of topological algebra. 
Only rather elementary concepts of topology are used; a field with a valuation 
is an algebraic system on which a metric is imposed. This restriction of 
algebraic freedom on one side enables one to prove more detailed structural 
properties on the other side. Once suitable definitions of completeness are 
given, the passage to the complete systems brings about striking simplifications 
of problems dealing with algebraic structure. As usual it turns out that the 
implications of the metric on the additive group of the given system are largely 
used to construct the completions. Thereafter the multiplicative properties 
of the valuations are in the foreground of the discussion. 

Thus, a systematic treatment of the multiplicative aspects of ideal theory 
can be combined with the investigation of the algebraic structure of extensions. 
As an example one may mention the local class field theory which is treated by 
means of the theory of algebras. As in other branches of mathematics the 
ideas for a good portion of the local class field theory are contained in the 
works of Hilbert. His Zahlbericht harbors many of the methods which are 
constantly used in the study of arithmetic properties of norms. In the final 
analysis the results presented here are the outgrowth of the combination of 
the Triangle Law with simple facts of abstract algebra. An effort was made 
to retain as far as possible the flavor of the original papers. 

I take pleasure in acknowledging my indebtedness to Professor Saunders 
MacLane for his constructive criticism and advice during the preparation of the 
final manuscript. Special thanks are due also to Professor Irving Kaplansky 
who generously gave me permission to use unpublished parts of his thesis on 
maximally complete fields. Finally I wish to thank the American Mathe
matical Society for the honor and privilege of publishing this volume in its 
Mathematical Surveys series. 

Vl l 
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APPENDIX I 

THE GENERAL GALOIS THEORY 
We give here a presentation of the Galois theory of infinite normal separable 

extensions K/F of a field F. It is convenient to recall the basic theorems of 
the classical Galois theory of finite normal separable extensions. 

Let us suppose that K/F is a finite separable normal extension, that is, 
there are precisely [K:F] automorphisms of K which leave the elements 
of F unchanged. Let G(K/F) « {S, T, • • •} be the group of these auto
morphisms. Suppose that L/F is a subfield of K/F; then all elements of 
G(K/F) which do not alter the elements of L form a group H{L) of G(K/F). 
Similarly each subgroup H of G{K/F) determines uniquely a subfield L(H)/F 
of K/F consisting of all elements of K left invariant by the automorphisms in 
H. Then the following theorems hold: 

(1) H[L(H)] — H and L[H(L)] = L; in particular H and L/F are normal if 
and only if L(H)/F and H(L) are normal, respectively. 

(2) If L/F is a normal subfield of K/F, G(L/F) is isomorphic to G(K/F)/H(L) 
where H(L) = Q(K/L). 

(3) H(Li U L2) - H(L{) n H(L*) and H{LX C\ L,) = H(LX) W H(Lt), and 
dually, L{Hx \J Ht) = L(ffx) C\ L(Ht) and L(Hi H Hi) « L(HX) U L(H%). 

(4) L\ C Lt if <™d onty if H(Lt) C H(Li); in particular [L2:LJ « [H(Li): 
ffCWJ. 

(5) If M is any extension of F and the normal field K/F is imbedded in the 
algebraic completion of M, then M\J K is normal over M and G(M \J K/M) 
= G(K/KC\M)-

For the proposed generalization the following consequence of (2) is impor
tant: tt F C.LCK and K, L are normal over F, then each S' G G(L/F) is 
induced by at least one automorphism S £ G{K/F), that is, a*' •» a8 for all 
a EL. 

We phrase the definition of a general normal extension K/F as follows: 

An algebraic extension K/F is called normal provided 
(i) each k £ Kis separable over F, and 
(ii) ifkGK satisfies the irreducible equation f(x) = 0 over F, then f(x) factors 

completely in the polynomial ring K[x], 

Then the join Li U L* and the intersection Lx C\ Li of any normal subfields 
L\, Li of K/F are also normal over F. 

Now let {La} be the totality of all finite normal subfields La/F of a given 
normal extension K/F where the indices a are taken in some set A, We now 
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240 THE THEORY OF VALUATIONS 

introduce an order relation < in .1, such that a < fi is defined if L« C Lfi and 
P < a if Lfi C La] moreover a « fi is to be implied by La = Lfi. Then a < $ 
and & < 7, that is, La C L* and Lfi C £ 7 imply « < y for La C Ly. Finally, 
for every pair a J £ A th^re exists some y £ A such that a < 7, 0 < 7; a 
possible choice for y is the subscript attached to La KJ Lj. 

Next we define the Galois group G(K/F) to be the totality of all auto
morphisms S of K which do not alter the elements of F. 

Each automorphism 5 £ G(K/F) induces an automorphism Sa £ G(La/F) 
of the subfield LJF. As a consequence of (2) we note that Sa = /«/*(£*) if 
a < p and where /«/* denotes the homomorphism of G(Lfi/F) on G(La/F) in the 
sense of the finite Galois theory. The homomorphisms /«$ satisfy fny = JW^. 
Thus each element S £ G(K/F) determines uniquely an element S' — {£«} 
in the projective limit G' of the finite Galois groups G(La/F) with respect to the 
homomorphisms /a*.1 

Conversely each element S' £ <?' determines an element S £ G(K/F). 
For the proof we just have to express the fact that each coordinate Sa of S' is 
an automorphism of La/F and that furthermore the elements Sa in the finite 
(compact) groups G(La/F) are related by the homomorphisms/^ in a consistent 
fashion. 

This shows that the Galois group G(K/F) may be represented, under an 
algebraic isomorphism S—> S' = {S*}, by the projective limit (?'. Note that 
ST->S'T' - {SaTa} = \Sa}\Ta}. 

Since Gr has a natural topology, determined by the consistent homomor
phisms fa?, it is desirable to set up independently a topology in G(K/F) such 
that the isomorphism S—+ S' becomes topological. 

Such a topology may be introduced as follows. 
The a-th neighborhood l/«(l) of the identity 1 £ G(K/F) is to consist of all 

S" £ G(K/F) which act as the identical automorphism on the normal subfield 
La/F. Then the a-th neighborhood of an element S £ G(K/F) is defined as 
S17«(1). We note that this neighborhood Ua(S) consists of all S* £ G(K/F) 
which have the same effect as S on the subfield La/F. 

These neighborhoods satisfy IlausdorfTs axioms: 
(i) for every S £ G(K/F) there exists a neighborhood Ua(S) = U(S) which 

contains S) 
(ii) if 17, V are neighborhoods of an element S, then there exists a neighbor

hood T F w i t h i r c UC\V) 
(iii) If U is a neighborhood of S and T £ U> then J7 is a neighborhood of T; 
(iv) If S :£ 7 then there exist neighborhoods U(S)9 U(T) which have a 

void intersection. 
The proofs of these axioms are in our case direct consequences of the defini

tion of the neighborhoods and the finite Galois theory. It is equally simple 
to show that the mapping S -* S' is topological. 

1. For the topological background see for Example [3]. 
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In order to state the proper generalizations of theorems (1) to (5) of the 
finite Galois theory it is necessary to restrict the class of subgroups. 

We say that an element S G G(K/F) is a limit point of a set M C G(K/F) 
if every neighborhood of S contains at least one element of M distinct from S. 
Then a subgroup H of G(K/F) will be termed closed if it contains all its limit 
points. We note that the totality of all automorphisms S which leave the 
individual elements of a subfield L/F fixed is a closed subgroup H(L). 

Then the theorems (1) to (5) carry over verbatim to the general case pro
vided we replace the term "subgroup" by "closed subgroup." Moreover, the 
isomorphism of theorem (2) is replaced by a topological isomorphism. 

We note in this connection that the set of all finite subfields LJF of K/F 
can be replaced by any subset {L^/F} which contains with any two elements 
La>7 Lp> their join L«' \J Lp>, and for which \Ja> La> = K. Repeating the con
struction of Gf we obtain relative to \La'/F] another projective limit Gf\ 
Such a limit group is topologically isomorphic to G(K/F). 

We next consider a special case which furnishes the generalization of the 
finite cyclic groups and extensions. We assume that the field K/F is a count
able infinite separable extension, that is, there is a countable set of elements 
fa £ K such that K = F(kh fc2, • • -); each element of K is a rational function 
of a finite number of elements fa with coefficients in F. 

Then K/F shall be called a general cyclic extension, if all finite subfields 
Li/F are cyclic of degrees n», and if for each n dividing some n,, there is pre
cisely one subfield L/F of degree n. This means that K/F can be considered 
as the join VJ» Zi of cyclic finite extensions of F with [Zl+1:Zi] = m*; Z0 = F, 
Since each group G(Zi/F) is isomorphic to the additive group of residue classes 
I/(Ni)f where Ni = Ti^rrtj and I denotes the additive group of integers, the 
following representation of G(K/F) can be given. We consider the multiples 
(N%) of N% as neighborhoods of 0 in J and observe the isomorphisms I/Ni 
= I/Ni+\/Ni/Ni+i. Then J can be imbedded in the projective limit I * 
of the finite groups I/(Ni). Consequently, G{K/F) is topologically isomorphic 
to /*, in view of the definition of G(K/F). This means that the elements of 
G(K/F) can be written in the form S°, where a g / * and where S determines in 
each group G(Zi/F) a generating automorphism. 

A special case of such infinite cyclic extension K/F arises when the integers 
Ni are powers of a prime p . Then G(K/F) is isomorphic to the additive group 
of p-adic integers Jp ; each element T £ G{K/F) can be expressed as Sl with 

If it happens that each integer n occurs as the degree of a subfield L/F of an 
infinite cyclic extension K/F7 then G(K/F) is topologically isomorphic to the 
(n!)-adic additive group / ' which is obtained by completing I with respect to 
the groups (n\)I for neighborhoods of 0. Finally, each infinite cyclic group 
G(K/F) is a topological homomorphic image of I'. 

In any one of the infinite cyclic cases the subgroup {£*, b ordinary integers} 
suffices to describe the theorems of the general Galois theory provided we 
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consider only the finite subfields, This is obvious, for S induces in any finite 
subfield a generating automorphism of the corresponding Galois group. 

This remark indicates that everywhere dense subgroups G (K/F) of the 
Galois group G(K/F) of an arbitrary normal extension K/F will have similar 
properties. We have the following theorem:3 

A subgroup GQ of the topologized group G(K/F) is everywhere dense in G(K/F) 
if and only if> whenever L/F is a finite normal subfield of K/Ff every automorphism 
of L/F is induced by an element of GQ. 

Another description of an everywhere dense subgroup reads as follows: 

Go is everywhere dense if and only if G0/Ho(L) is isomorphic to G(L/F)t where 
L/F is any finite normal subfield of K/F and Ho(L) is the totality of elements in <?o 
which do not alter the elements of L. 

REFERENCES 

[lj J. Herbrand, Thiorie arithnUtique des corps de nombres de degrS infini, II, Math. Ann., 
vol. 108(1933), pp. 699-717. 

[2] W. Kruil, Galoissche Theorie unendlicher algebraischer Erweilerungen, Math. Ann., vol. 
100(1928), pp. 678-698. 

[3] S. Lefschetz, Algebraic topology, A.M.S. Coll., vol. 27(1942), in particular §3 pp. 31-33. 
[4] O. F. G. Schilling, Regular normal extensions over complete field*, A.M.S. Trans., vol. 

47(1940), pp. 440-454. 

2. See [41. 



APPENDIX II 

FACTS ABOUT LINEAR ALGEBRAS 

We shall collect in this appendix some definitions and results of the theory of 
linear associative algebras A of finite rank AT over a field L. 

(1) An element a 4= 0 of A is called a nilpotent element if some positive 
power a* vanishes. 

(2) An element e =£ 0 of A is called an idempotent element if e1 «• e. 
(3) Two idempotents ei and e2 of A are called orthogonal if e^* = e*ei = 0. 
(4) An idempotent e of A is called irreducible or primitive, if it is not the sum 

of two orthogonal idempotents. 
(5) A two-sided ideal B of A is called nilpotent if some positive power Bh 

is the zero ideal. 
(6) The maximal nilpotent ideal R of A is called the radical of A; the residue 

class ring A/R has the trivial radical 0. 
(7) An algebra A without radical is called simple if it has no other two-sided 

ideal but itself and 0. 
(8) An algebra A without radical is the direct sum of simple algebras Ah 

• • • , A,. The algebras A» correspond uniquely to the representation of 1 £ A 
as the sum ei + • • • + e, of mutually orthogonal idempotents e»; Ad = At. 
A is called semi simple. 

(9) The center of an algebra without radical consists of all elements of the 
algebra which commute with every element of the algebra. 

(10) The center of a semi simple algebra A is the direct sum of the centers 
of its simple components Ax, • • • , A,. 

Now let ai, • - - , a* be a basis of the algebra A over its field of scalars L. 
Then the elements a% give rise to the regular representation. We have aid; 
— SJLi/W** with coefficients fa in L. Then 

|"ai 
a2 

• 

L a *. 

- M(ai) 

"ail 
a2 

mdx\ 

where the iV-dimensional matrix Mfe) has coefficients in L. Suppose that 
Xi, • • • , xH are indeterminates which commute with every element of A. 
Then the polynominal ring A[xh • • • ,xy] is considered relative toL[xh • • • 9zjr]9 
the element x = S^Xt-ck is called the general element of A. If the indeter
minates Xi are replaced by suitable elements /» £ Ff then we obtain any pre
scribed element a £ A. Let 74v denote the AT-dimensional unit matrix; then 

243 



244 THE THEORY OF VALUATIONS 

(11) the determinant det | yls - ZJL^ilf (o<) | « /(y; x) is called the 
characteristic polynomial of x; its coefficients He in L[xh • • • , x*]. 

If a: is specialized to an element a £: A, then f(y; a) is the characteristic 
polynomial of a and f(a; a) * 0. 

(12) The polynomial m(y; x) of smallest degree (with respect to y) which 
vanishes for y = x is called the minimal polynomial of A. The minimal poly
nomial is the last invariant factor of the matrix | yIN — X^XiM (a») | , and 
it divides the characteristic polynomial. 

(13) If the minimal polynomial m(y; x) is specialized by x* —> /,-, then m(y; a) 
is called the principal polynomial of a = SJLj/ittt. 

Now let m(y; a) = t/m — ^(a)^-*1 + • • • + ( — l j ^ a ) ; then 
(14) f(a) is called the principal trace of a, and n(a) is called the principal 

norm of a. We have t(ax + a2) — t{ai) + t(ai) and n(aia2) •• n(ai)n(a2). 
(15) The determinant A = det | t(aia3) \ is called the discriminant of the basis 

&u * - • t
 a* °f ^^e algebra A/L; the discriminants of the various bases of A/L 

differ by squares of non-zero elements in L. 
Let d be the center of a simple component Ai of the semi simple algebra A. 

We shall term 
(16) A separable if the centers d are separable extensions of the scalar 

fields Ld of the simple components. 
Then the following statement holds: 
(17) An algebra A/L is separable if and only if the algebra A X K » 

SJLiOtK has radical zero, no matter how the field K/L is chosen. 
(18) The discriminants A of an algebra A/L vanish if A has a non-zero 

radical. 
(19) A semi simple algebra A/L is separable if and only if its discriminants 

do not vanish. 
We turn next to the structure of simple algebras A over their centers F as 

the given fields of scalars. Such algebras A/F are often called normal over F 
or central simple. 

Suppose that A and B are normal simple algebras over the field F. Let 
Oi, * , as and bu • • • , bM be bases of the algebras A and Bf respectively. 
Then 

(20) the totality of all sums 'Zt,JXjaibj with/*, G F is a central simple algebra 
over F provided no new relations but the old relations between the elements of 
A, B are introduced and provided a,5, = 6/a». The algebra is called the direct 
product A X B and its rank over F equals NM. 

(21) If H is a subset of A> then the elements of .4 which commute with all 
elements of H form an algebra AH called the commutator algebra of H. 

(22) The simple subalgebras B, C of a normal simple algebra A/F can be 
paired such that B = Ac and C = A*. The algebras B and C have the same 
center Z 2 F, and [A :F] = [B:Z\[C:Z\. Az = B X C if B and C are con
sidered as algebras over Z. 
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(23) The rank [A:F] = N of a central simple algebra is a square n2; the 
integer n is called the degree of A. 

(24) Each normal simple algebra A/F is the direct product of a normal 
division algebra D/F of degree m with the full matrix algebra Fr *= 2<.,€#F 
of degree r where the elements e%j satisfy all the rules for matrix units; A « D r . 

(25) If A<~"1) — A~l is anti isomorphic to A/F, then A~l has the centerF 
and A X A"1 is the full matrix algebra of degree N* over F. We say that A"1 

is anti isomorphic to A if there exists a 1-1 correspondence <p between A 
and A~*1 such that tp(a + b) = ^(a) + ^>(6) and ^(a6) = <p(b)<p(a) for a , t G i . 

(26) Each automorphism S of a normal simple algebra A/F which leaves 
the elements of the center F fixed is inner; that is, there exists a regular element 
a £ A such that bs = aba~~l for every b £ 4 . 

The division algebra D of (24) is determined to within inner automorphisms 
on A/F. 

(27) An extension K/F is called a splitting field of the normal simple algebra 
A/F if the extended algebra A X K is a full matrix algebra over if. 

(28) Two normal simple algebras Ah A2 over F are called similar if there 
exist matrix algebras FSl and F,t such that Ax XF*, and A% X F9t are iso
morphic. All similar algebras are put in an algebra class {A} which is repre
sented by any division algebra {D\ of (24), [A\ -= [D\ and A i ~ At~D. 

(29) All classes of normal simple algebras {A \ over F form an abelian group 
G, Brauer's class group of algebras, where {.A1H.A2} = ( 4 i X 4 i | , {A}~1 

= \A~1}. The unit class [F] consists of all full matrix algebras over F. The 
relation [Ai] = {.42} is to mean Ax ~ A2; A ~ F or A ~ 1 means A = Fr or 
U) - I*1!. 

(30) All elements {A} of G have finite order; the least positive integer 
e = e({A}) for which L 4 | « ~ 1 is called the exponent of \A] — {D\. The 
exponent e divides the degree m of the division algebra D, and each prime 
divisor p of the index m of {Aj occurs in e. 

(31) Each class [A \ is the product of cia,sses {l>%} whose indices are the dis
tinct powers p€

t
i dividing the index of {.4} = \D\; D = Di X • • • X A for 

the associated division algebras. 
(32) Each class {.4 j = [D\ has a separable splitting field K/F of degree m. 

The field K/F is a maximally commutative subfield of D. The degree of an 
arbitrary splitting field X/F is a multiple of m and X is a maximally commuta
tive subfield of a .suitable algebra ^ l l ~ 4 . Conversely, each maximally 
commutative subfield of an algebra Ai ~ .1 is a splitting field of the class {A}. 
There are always normal splitting fields K/F for any given class. 

(33) If K/F is a maximally commutative subfield of the normal simple 
algebra A/F such thnt K/F is normal with tin* Galois group G = G(K/F)f then 
there exist elements us G A with the following properties: 

UsauJ1 = a s for every a Q K and every *S G G, 
UsUT = CLS.TUST v\ith non-zero elements a.s T €z K. 
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Qs.rasT.R = <IS,TR(4.B for any triple of elements S, T, R £ G. The elements 
us can be replaced by elements vs — C3W5 with any n non-zero elements Cs £ K. 
Then r^ r = aSfTvST where <4P = (c5Cy/c5r)afi,r. The set CSC^/CST is called a 
transformation set, and the sets aStr, a8tT are called factor sets of Gin K. If 
two factor sets are related by a transformation set, then they are called similar, 
CLS,T ^ aStT and CSC^/CST ~ 1. 

The algebra A is then the sum 2S*QKUS; we write A = (-8T/F, <7, a«,r). 
(33)* If D is a normal division algebra of degree m over the center F and 

IT = F(b) a maximal separable subfield of D, then D can be represented iso-
morphically by a set of matrices M of degree m in the least normal extension 
FQ>i, bj, • • • , frm), b = bh of t/ /F. This set of matrices is determined by m2 

matrices Map, 1 5£ a, £ ^ m, over F for which 
(i) Mtf has coefficients in F(ba, b$), det Af«0 41 0; 
(ii) M% = Af &, where £ is any element of the Galois group of the normal 

extension and b% = b\t b | = 6,; 
(iii) Mn is the unit matrix; 
(iv) there exist m8 non-zero elements aafiy £ F(bay bfi, by) with 
(a) a m = 1, 
(£) alfiy — a e,r where S is any element of the Galois group of the normal 

extension and b£ = 6$, bf = 6„ 6* = 6f, 
( 7 ) CLafiyCLafii = a ^ a ^ J With 1 ^ « , |J, 7 , 5 ^ WJ 
(v) MapMpy = aapyAfay. 

The matrices Ma^ are not uniquely determined by Z> and U; they can be 
replaced by matrices casMaB where the non-zero elements caa satisfy (i) to (iii), 
The corresponding associated factor set is given by aa^r(ca^Y/c«T). We write 
briefly D = (U/F, as,r,«) so as to indicate the dependence on the Galois group 
{S, T, R} of the least normal extension of U/F. 

(34) Conversely each sum 2S<GKUS = (K/F, G, a5fr), where formal symbols 
Us are introduced and the rules of multiplication are defined by the relations in 
(33), is a normal simple algebra over F. This algebra is called a crossed 
product. 

(35) (K/F, G, aStT) X (K/F, G, bStT) ~ (K/F, G} as.Tbs,T), 
(K/F, G, aft) ~ (K/F, G, as,Ty\ 
(K/F, G, ass) —̂' 1 if and only if as,r ~ 1. 

The classes of G which are split by the normal extension K/F form a group 
G(K) which is isomorphic to the factor group {<ISS\/\CSC%/CST]. 

We note in this connection the principal genus theorem which states that 
c3c% = CST implies cs » b*~s for some b £ K. 

(36) If the field K/F is a cyclic extension Z/F whose Galois group G is gener
ated by the element 5, then the factor sets of (34) and (35) can be replaced by 
a single non-zero quantity / of F. We have the defining relations, letting 
Us — U, 
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uau~l — as, 
un « / where n — [Z:F], 

We write {Z/Ff S, / ) for the corresponding cyclic crossed products. Then 
(Z/Ft S, / ) X (Z/F, S, g) ~ (Z/F, S, fg), 
(Z/F, 8, tl) ~ &/*/&, f)~\ 
(Z/F, S, f) ~ 1 if and only if/ is the norm N{Z/F; k) of an element k £ Z. 
Consequently, G(Z) is isomorphic to the factor group F*/N(Z/F; Z*), where 

the star indicates that only non-zero elements are taken from the respective 
fields. 

The principal genus theorem states in this case that N(Z/F; k) « 1 implies 
fc = r i-« for some r £ Z. 

(37) If j is relatively prime to the degree n of the cyclic field Z/F, then 
(Z/F989f)~(Z/F,ff,f). 

We now turn back to the general crossed products. Let H be a subgroup 
of the Galois group G of K/F and let L be the corresponding subfield of K. 
If ds.r is a factor se* of G in K, then we agree to call (a8,T)a the partial factor 
set of as,T with S, T £ H. Then 

(38)* {K/F, G, as.r) X L - (ff/L, H, (a,,r)*). 
This means for a cyclic algebra (Z/F, S, /) that 

(Z/F,S,f)XL~(Z/L,S'>,f) 

where SL is the least power of S which generates Ihe subgroup H of L. 
(39) Suppose that H is an invariant subgroup of G. A factor set as,T of G 

in K shall be called H-symmetric if whenever SU"1 and TV"1 lie 
in H. Then the elements a5lr determine a factor set a<r.r of G/H in the associ
ated normal subfield L/F of K. If <r = SH and r = TH we let aff,T = ct̂ .r. 
Then a crossed product {K/F, G, bs.r) is split, by L/F if and only if the factor 
set bs.r is similar to an //-symmetric factor set {CSCT/CST). 

More precisely 
(K/F, G, bB,r) ~ ({L/F, G/H}, O . 

A variant of (39) is 
(40) If /i — Lfî L] and s, t, u are fixed representatives of the elements a, T, or 

of G/H, then 
(K/F, G, bstT)h ~ (L/F, G/H, 6^) 

where 

A special case of (40) is obtained as follows: 
(41) Suppose the normal field K/F is the join K\ VJ K2 of two normal sub-

fields Ki/F and K2/F with Kxr\K2 = F. Let d = G(K/Ki) « {5,, 7\, • • -} 
and G2 = G(K/K2) = j£2, r2, • • -} denote the corresponding groups of orders 
n\, n2. Then G is the direct product of G\, G2. Let as,r be a factor set of G in 
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K. Then 
(K/F, G, a,.r)». ~ (Ki/F, G/Gu a?,,,,) 

where 
a'Lr, - W/ t f , ; (a,.,)*,). 

(42) If Z/F is cyclic, then the preceding results yield 
(Z/FfSff)»~(L/Ft8,f) 

where * is the coset of S modulo the subgroup H which belongs to L. 
Another application of (39) is 
(43) Suppose the exponent e of the crossed product (K/F, O, as,T) is rela

tively prime to the characteristic of F, and let a j r » csci/car. Then 
(X/F, G, a..r) ~ (M/F, T, K.r)f 

where M is the least normal extension of K/F which contains the e-th roots of 
the elements cs, r = {a, T, • • •} =* G(M/F), and where the elements 6r.r are 
e-th roots of unity. 

We conclude our collection of results with 
(44) If the field F has characteristic x < °°, then each normal simple algebra 

A/F of degree x* is similar to a direct product of cyclic algebras (Z/F, S, / ) . 
Finally, if F is perfect, then there exist no normal division algebras of degree 
X*, & ^ 1, over F. 
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GLOSSARY 
We collect here some terms and facts which are frequently used in the text, 

GBOUP THEORY 

normal or invariant subgroup H of a group G 
H is a subgroup for which aHa~l — H for all a^G 

homomorphism / of a group G into (onto) a group G' 
a function on G with values in G' such that f(ab) « f(a)f(b) for the operation in G' (Jiff) 
- G ' for "onto") 

kernel of a homomorphism / 
all elements fc £ G witkf(h) — 1', the identity of G'; \h] is an invariant subgroup ofG 

complete inverse image f~l(a') 
all elements a^G with f(a) - a' where a* £ /(G) C G' 

isomorphism /between groups G and G' 
a homomorphism ofG unto G' such that f~l(V) ** 1 

automorphism / of a group 
isomorphism ofG upon itself 

inner automorphism / of a group 
an automorphism a -* f(a) for which there exists an element i £ ( ; such that f (a) «- zax~l 

for alia £ G 
first isomorphism theorem 

iffis a homomorphism of G into G', thenf(G) is isomorphic to the factor group G/f-l(V) 
— G/H whose elements are the cosets aH - Ha which are multiplied as (aH)(bE) — (abH) 
where H - / ^ ( l ' ) 

representative of a coset 
any element c £ aH 

intersection Hi r\ Ht of two subgroups 
all common elements of Hx and Ht 

join of two subgroups Hi \J Ht 
the group generated by all products of elements in Hi and Hz » intersection of all subgroups 
containing Hi and Hi 

second isomorphism theorem 
if Hi and Ht are subgroups and Hi is normal, then Hx \J Ht/Ht is isomorphic to HJH\ 
C\H2 

abelian group 
the operation ofGis commutative 

cyclic group 
all elements are powers of some element, called a generator of the group 

simple group G 
no invariant subgroups but G and | 1} 

composition series G = Go 2 Gi 3 ••• 2 G r
 s | l } o f a group 

a chain of subgroups Gx such that G, v\ is normal in G, and G»/G,+j is simple, 0 £ i ^ r — 1 
solvable group 

a group which has a composition series whose successive factor groups are abelian 
commutator subgroup G' 

the subgroup generated by all commutators aba~*b~l «= intersection of all subgroups contain
ing all commutators 

index [G: H] of a subgroup H 
number of distinct cosets aH (or also Ha) 

249 
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Herbrand's Lemma 
if H is a normal subgroup of G and f is a komomorpkism ofG, then [G:H] «• [/(<?) :/(H) J 
Lf-'U'): H O f~l (1')] if tke indices are finite 

RING THEORY 

Only distributive and associative rings with an identity for multiplication are considered. 

integral domain O 
a commutative ring O in wkick tke cancellation law holds, ac — be implies a •» 6 for non-zero 
c G 0 and any a9b£zO 

division ring 
a ring in which every element a '-p 0 has a unique inverse with aa"1 «• arla — 1, that is, 
tke non-zero elements form a group under multiplication 

field F 
a commutative division ring 

quotient field Q(0) of an integral domain 
all formal quotients a/b with a and non-zero b in O where equality of quotients and the 
rational operations are introduced so as to conform with the common laws of arithmetic 

divisor of zero 
an element a ^ O for wkick tkere exists an element 6 4= 0 suck that ab •» 0 (defined for 
right and left) 

regular element 
different from 0 and not a divisor of zero 

LIKEAB SPACES 

left O-module L =» [a, bt • • • , 0J over a ring 0 » (a, 0, • • • , 1, 0( 
L is an additive group with a scalar product aa^L such that (a + &)a «• aa + $a3 
(a0)a » a(0a), la = a, 0a — 0 and a(a + b) — cta + <*b 

left linear space L over 0 
O-module in wkick aay* 0 for a ?* 0 in O and a f* 0 in L 

elements at, • • * , a, are left-independent with respect to 0 
tkere exist no non-zero scalars alr • • • , aTfor wkick Sj.jttia,- •» 0 

left dimension of L 
maximal number of left independent elements, denoted by [L:0]; also called left rank 

All the preceding definitions hold if left and right are interchanged; usually L is a linear 
space over a commutative integral domain and we set aa «• aa. 

basis of a linear space L 
if [L:0] = n is finite, a set of n independent elements ai, • • • f a» such that each c 6 l » 
has a unique representation a «• SJ^CMH with a, £ 0;ifO is afield then bases exist 

IDEALS 

left (right) ideal A in a ring O 
additive subgroup of O with the elements of O for left (right) multiplier s9 ba €E A for any 
6 £ : 0 and any a £ A 

two-sided ideal or ideal 
simultaneously a left and a right ideal 

residue class ring O/A of an ideal 
all cosets b 4- A where addition and multiplication are defined by recourse to addition and 
multiplication of representatives, as for groups 
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homomorphisni / of a ring 0 into (onto) a ring O' 

f(P) C O' (with equality for "onto") such that f(a + 6) - / ( a ) + /(&) and f(ab) -
/(o)/(6) 

isomorphism (algebraic) 
generalize the concept given for groups 

first isomorphism theorem 
f{0) is isomorphic to O/f~l(0) 

greatest common divisor of left ideals Ai^J A2 = (Ai, A2) 
all sums ai 4- <*2 with ai £ A x and o2 £ A t 

least common multiple of two left ideals Ai C\ At - [Ai, A«j 
intersection of all left ideals containing Ai and At 

product AB of left and right ideals 
totality of aU finite sums S j ^ a A with a, £ ^, 6t £ B; this set is in general neither a 
left nor a right ideal 

principal left ideal Oa generated by an element 
intersection of all left ideals containing a, or all multiples ba with b £ 0 

prime ideal P of 0 
a two-sided ideal such that O/P has no divisors of zero 

maximal ideal M of O 
a two-sided ideal such that O/M is a division ring; such an ideal is always a prime ideal 

radical of an ideal A in a commutative ring 0 
all elements a £ 0 for which some power lies in A 

relatively prime ideals A, B 
means (At B) — O 

O is the direct sum A -f B of ideals 
the join AKJ B « 0 and the intersection A f~\ B » 0 

quotient ring Q(0, P) of a prime ideal P in an integral domain 
totality of all quotients a/b with a £ O and b a non-zero element of the complement 0 — F, 
or b # 0 (mod P) 

O' a ring containing the ring 0 and A an ideal in O; then the extended ideal O'A 
aU finite sums 2)*B|&»a, with bt £ O' and at £ A 

FIELD THEORY 

K an extension field of the field F 
any field K containing the field Ft often denoted by K/F 

algebraic element k £ K over F 
the powers of k generate over F (in K) a finite dimensional linear space, or k satisfies an 
algebraic equation f(x) * 0 with coefficients in F 

transcendental element or indeterminate k £ K over F 
the element is not algebraic 

algebraic extension K/F 
all k £ K are algebraic over F 

extension K/F of finite degree n 
the field K has dimension n over F if considered as a linear space over F 

algebraic completion of F 
a least algebraic extension of F such that all polynomials with coefficients in the extension 
factor into linear factors; all algebraic completions are algebraically isomorphic 

transcendence basis of a field K/F 
a set of elements T in K such that K is algebraic over F{T), but not algebraic over F(T') 
where T' is any proper subset of T 

transcendence degree of K/F 
the power of any transcendence basis of K over F 
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prime field F© of a field F 
intersection of aU subfields of F 

characteristic x of F 
the number of elements in the additive group generated by 1; the characteristic is either a 
rational prime and then F0 is isomorphic to the residue class ring of the integers modulo x, 
or F0 is isomorphic to the field of rational numbers and we set x •* * 

absolutely algebraic field F 
the field is algebraic over its prime field F9 

separable element k £ K over F 
the element k is algebraic over F and its equation fk(x) « 0 o / minimal degree has distinct 
roots in a least normal closure of K/F 

inseparable element k £ K over F 
negation of separable 

separable extension K/F 
all k £ K are separable over F 

inseparable extension K/F 
there are inseparable elements in K/F 

separating transcendence basis of a field K/F 
a transcendence basis T of K/F such that K is a separable extension of F(T) 

X-independent subset X of a field K 
a subset X of K such that KX{X') is a proper subfield of KX(X) for every proper subset X' 
of Xy where K is the subfield of x-th powers of elements of K 

x-basis of a field K 
a x-indepvndent subset X of K for which K — KX(X) 

primitive element 6 of a finite extension K/F 
all elements of K are linear combinations of the powers of b with coefficients inF;a separable 
extension K/F of finite degree has primitive elements 

perfect field F 
the field F has only separable extensions; this is always true if F has characteristic «o; if 
the characteristic x ** finite then each element a £ F has a unique x-th root aUx in F; 
absolutely algebraic extensions of finite characteristic are always perfect 

normal extension K/F 
every element k €E K is separable and the corresponding irreducible equation over F factors 
completely in K 

least normal extension L/F of an algebraic extension K/F 
the intersection of all fields M /F in an algebraic completion of F such that the equations 
fk(x) « 0 of all k £ K over F factor linearly 

Galois group of a normal extension K/F 
all automorphisms of K which do not change the elements of F 

purely inseparable extension K/F of finite degree 
the field K has a chain of subfields K% 3 Kt-i such that K% is the extension belonging to the 
X-th root of some element in ff,_i 

radical extension K/F 
a normal extension which, arises from F by the adjunction of radicals a1/n with a £ F 
such that (n, x) =* 1 awd all n-th roots of unity lie in F; radical extensions are normal and 
their Galois groups over F are abelian; if K/F is finite, then the group G(K/F) is isomorphic 
to the factor group \a}/F*n where [a] is the totality of all non-zero a £ F with m-th roots in 
K where m|n, F* denotes the multiplicative group of F 

cyclic extension Z/F of degree x where F has the finite characteristic x 
Z consists of all rational functions of a solution z of an equation xx — x — a ~ $x with 
a£zF;z—>z~\-lisa generating automorphism of the Galois group 
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trace t(k) and norm n(k) of an element A; in a finite extension K of degree n over F 
the indicated terms in the equation satisfied by h over F, xn - t(k)zn~l + • • • + ( — l)nn(Jk) 
- 0; Kki 4- fa) - <(fa) 4- <(fa), *(*/) - ft(k)9 t(J) - nf and n(fafa) - »(fa)n(fa), 
»(/) - /*; tte norm « uauotfy denoted here by N(K/F; k) 

transitivity of degree and norm 
if LDKDF, then IL:K}IK:F] - [L:F] and N(K/F; N{L/K; a)) - N(L/F; a), 
provided [L: F] is finite 
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